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Abstract

Background To gather information on the

effect of postoperative face-down posturing

following combined phacoemulsification and

vitrectomy for macular hole surgery in order to

assist in the design of a larger definitive study.

Methods Thirty phakic patients with stage

II–IV full-thickness macular hole had

combined phacoemulsification and pars plana

vitrectomy with internal limiting membrane

peel and 14% perfluoropropane (C3F8) gas.

At the conclusion of surgery, patients were

randomised either to face-down posture or to

no posture, for 10 days. The primary outcome

was macular hole closure.

Results The macular hole was successfully

closed in 93.8% of the face-down posture

group and in all of the no-posture group.

Mean visual improvement was 0.63

(SD¼ 0.21) logMAR units in the face-down

group and 0.53 (SD¼ 0.22) in the no

posture patients.

Conclusion Following combined

phacoemulsification and vitrectomy,

postoperative face-down posturing appears to

make little difference to the final anatomical or

visual outcome. If we assume a success rate of

95% in the posturing arm, and that there is no

difference between posturing and non-posturing,

then 798 patients would be required to be 90%

sure that the 95% confidence interval will exclude

a difference of more than 5%.
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Introduction

Macular hole surgery is one of the most

successful vitreoretinal interventions.1,2 Since

the first description by Kelly and Wendel3

anatomical success rates have improved, and

are now close to 100%.4,5 The initial descriptions

of macular hole surgery required the patient to

assume a face-down posture continuously

for a minimum of 1 week. However, this is

uncomfortable and inconvenient, and can be

associated with complications such as ulnar

nerve compression6 and angle closure

glaucoma.7 Some patients may refuse surgery

because of concerns about postoperative

posturing, and others are unable to maintain a

face-down posture for more than brief periods.8

Within a few years of the original description of

macular hole surgery, other authors were

describing successful surgery without

postoperative posturing.9 Overall, there has

been a tendency for the duration of posturing to

be shortened, particularly when vitrectomy is

combined with phacoemulsification and

intraocular lens insertion,5,10–15 but there is no

definitive proof that posturing for any duration

is beneficial. A randomised controlled trial of

face down vs seated posture postoperatively

showed that there was benefit from face-down

posturing, but this benefit was confined to

holes with a diameter greater than 400 mm.16

Although this was the largest trial of face-down

posturing to date, the question remains open,

because the trial used a variety of different

gases for intraocular tamponade, and because

some patients had simultaneous cataract

surgery, whereas others had vitrectomy alone.

Another recently published trial examined the
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effect of posturing in small holes (400mm or less),

and found no benefit from face-down posturing.17

Two recent systematic reviews have emphasised

the need for additional randomised controlled

trials.8,18

Trials of macular hole surgery are complicated by the

variety of techniques used. As well as postoperative

posturing, other variations include internal limiting

membrane (ILM) peeling, the use of dyes to stain the

ILM, the type of gas used for intraocular tamponade, and

whether cataract surgery is performed simultaneously or

sequentially. There is now good evidence that ILM

peeling improves anatomical outcomes,19 but there is

considerable uncertainty over whether or not combining

phacoemulsification with vitrectomy may affect the final

success rate, particularly in non-posturing surgery.13,20

Because of the possible confounding effect of

simultaneous cataract surgery,

we carried out two pilot studies. In one study (reported

here), all patients had combined cataract surgery and

vitrectomy. In the other, patients had vitrectomy

followed by cataract surgery.21 The purpose of these

pilot studies was to estimate the number of patients

required to identify a difference in outcome in a

definitive trial.

Patients and Methods

Patients were eligible for recruitment if they were having

surgery for a full-thickness stage II–IV macular hole, and

were willing and able to posture face down for 10 days

after surgery. Exclusion criteria included inability to

posture, refusal to be randomised, or the presence of

retinal breaks requiring postoperative posturing to

prevent retinal detachment. All patients had

preoperative optical coherence tomography (OCT), with

measurement of the hole diameter using a Heidelberg

Spectralis (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg,

Germany). The primary outcome was anatomical closure

of the macular hole, defined as an attached macula with

re-approximation of the edges of the hole, assessed from

postoperative OCT by a specialist vitreoretinal surgeon

(JB) who was masked to the treatment allocation. Holes

were graded as ‘closed’, ‘flat open’, and ‘open elevated’.

Secondary outcomes included corrected visual acuity at

6 months after surgery, and postoperative complications.

All patients had combined surgery. Randomisation was

carried out in the operating theatre at the conclusion of

surgery, using sealed envelopes. Surgeons were not

masked to treatment allocation as they were responsible

for instructing the patient about postoperative care. No

attempt was made to monitor patient compliance with

posturing instructions. All patients were treated

according to randomised treatment allocation.

Surgical technique

A routine phacoemulsification with intraocular lens

insertion was carried out. A core vitrectomy was

performed, with 20G instruments. The posterior hyaloid

face was elevated from the retina in stage II and III holes

using the vitreous cutter. The ILM was stained with

Trypan blue (Membrane Blue, DORC, Zuidland,

The Netherlands) under air, and the ILM was peeled

completely from around the hole with a radius of at least

one disc diameter. A meticulous internal search was

completed, and any retinal breaks or tears were treated

with cryotherapy. A total air–fluid exchange was carried

out, and the eye was filled with 14% C3F8. If there were

no retinal breaks that required postoperative posturing,

the patient was randomised. Patients with retinal breaks

in the temporal, inferior, or nasal quadrants were

ineligible for randomisation and were advised to posture

for 1 week to provide the maximum support to the

retinal break.

Subjects in the posturing group were asked to maintain

a face-down position for 50 min in every hour for 10 days

after surgery. Subjects in the no posture group were

asked to avoid a face-up position.

Final refraction and visual acuity measurement

took place 6 months after surgery.

The trial was approved by the West Glasgow

research ethics committee, and was registered with

ClinicalTrials.gov, identifier NCT01020760.

All patients were treated in accordance with the

tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Results

Thirty patients were recruited. No patients were lost to

follow-up. Preoperative characteristics are shown in

Table 1. Baseline preoperative characteristics were

similar in the two groups.

Table 1 Preoperative characteristics

All Face down No posture

Eyes, n (%) 30 16 (53.3) 14 (46.7)

Age, mean (SD), years 69.6 (5.7) 71.1 (5.9) 68.0 (5.6)

Age 475 years, n (%) 6 (20) 4 (25) 2 (14.3)

Female, n 29 15 14
Pre-op VA LogMAR, mean (SD) 0.94 (0.27) 1.02 (0.29) 0.86 (0.24)

VA 46/36, n (%) 7 (23.3) 3 (18.8) 4 (28.6)

Duration in months, mean (SD) 7.5 (2.8) 7.6 (2.4) 7.3 (3.3)

Stage II/III, n (%) 27 (90) 13 (81.2) 14 (100)

Stage IV, n (%) 3 (10) 3 (18.8) 0

Hole diameter, mean (SD) 390 (133) 433 (126) 337 (126)

Hole 4400 mm, n (%) 11 (36.7) 6 (37.5) 5 (35.7)

Abbreviations: pre-op, preoperative; VA, visual acuity.
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Postoperatively no patient developed a retinal

detachment. There were no complications associated

with posturing. One patient in the face-down group

developed a pigment epithelial detachment at the fovea,

and another in the no posture group lost vision from

cystoid macular oedema 6 months after surgery.

The macula hole was closed in all of the no-posture

group, and in 15/16 (93.75%, difference¼ 6.25%,

95% CI¼�16.6 to 28.9%) of the face-down group.

The single anatomical failure occurred in an 81-year-old

patient who had been symptomatic for about 1 year. Her

preoperative vision was 1/60 and the stage III hole

had a diameter of 670mm.

Visual acuity

The mean logMAR vision improved from a mean of 0.94.

(95% CI¼ 0.84–1.04) preoperatively to 0.36 (95%

CI¼ 0.28–0.44) postoperatively (see Figure 1). Final

visions were similar in the two groupsFin the face-

down group, 5/16 had a final vision worse than 6/18,

compared with 1/14 of the no posture group. The size of

the macular hole made little difference to the final

visual outcome (Figure 2).

Visual acuity change was slightly greater in the

face-down group (0.63 gain) compared with the no

posture group (0.52 gain, difference¼ 0.11, 95%

CI¼�0.06 to 0.28). No patient had a final vision less

than the preoperative vision.

All eyes in which the hole closed achieved a

reading vision of N10 or better.

Refractive outcomes were acceptable. The mean

difference from intended spherical equivalent was –0.16

in the face-down group and –0.18 in the no posture

group. The mean absolute difference was 0.62 in the

face-down group and 0.34 in the no posture patients.

Only two eyes (6.7%) had an error of more than 1D from

their intended refraction.

Discussion

Although this is a small trial, it provides valuable

information for the design of larger more definitive

studies. It has been suggested that combined

phacoemulsification and vitrectomy allows for a larger

gas bubble, as the volume of the intraocular lens is less

than the volume of the normal lens. Cataract surgery

causes a prolonged breakdown of the blood-aqueous

barrier as measured by a laser flare metre.22 Upregulation

of cytokines caused by the inflammation might promote

macular hole closure. In a large randomised trial of

posturing for macular hole, patients who had combined

surgery did not have a higher success rate than those

who had vitrectomy alone.16

One argument against combined surgery is that

biometry may be less accurate in the presence of macular

disease that reduces central vision.23 In common with some

other authors we found a slight myopic overcorrection,

which might be explained by an anterior displacement of

the capsular bag caused by the gas bubble.24 Overall, the

refractive outcomes were acceptable, with only two eyes

(6.7%) being more than 1D different from the intended

spherical error. With modern biometric techniques it

seems possible to achieve accurate lens power predictions,

even in the presence of a macular hole.25

Visual outcomes were good, with 80% of eyes

achieving 6/18 or better vision, and every eye in

which the hole closed able to read N10 or better.

Figure 1 Mean preoperative (pre-op) and postoperative
(post-op) visual acuities (VAs).

Figure 2 Postoperative vision and hole dinner.
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A possible weakness of this study is that we did not

monitor patient posturing after surgery. Some patients in

the no posture group may have decided to posture face

down on their own initiative. It is likely that some of the

patients randomised to face-down posture were unable

to maintain the face-down position for 10 days. However,

this reflects normal clinical practice, in which surgeons

are only able to advise their patients regarding

postoperative positioning.

In this trial, the success rate of combined surgery

without posturing was higher than in our companion

study of vitrectomy alone, although with face-down

posturing, the success rates were identical. While we

attempted to ensure that similar surgical techniques were

used for both studies, we cannot be sure that the

study populations were identical.

Although the success rate was higher in the non-

posturing arm of this pilot study, the confidence intervals

around the estimates of success in the two arms do not

exclude an increased risk of failure of up to 16.6% in

the non-posturing arm. Using Pocock’s formula,26 we

estimate that 798 patients would be required to be

90% sure that the 95% confidence interval around the

estimated difference in success rates when posturing and

non-posturing will exclude a difference of more than 5%.

As the effect of posturing appears to be very different in

combined surgery compared with vitrectomy alone,

we recommend that future trials of posturing in

macular hole surgery should randomise for combined

vs sequential cataract surgery, as well as postoperative

posturing.
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